
 

Do paper calendars help us plan better than
digital calendars?
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Design of survey flow for Study 2. Credit: Journal of Consumer Psychology
(2022). DOI: 10.1002/jcpy.1297

The popularity of digital calendars over paper calendars has grown
significantly due to instant access to appointments, meetings and dates.
But which type of calendar leads to higher efficiency?

Jay Yang, assistant professor of marketing at Cal State Fullerton,
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published a study on how paper versus mobile calendars can influence
everyday planning and plan fulfillment.

Yang believes that the recommended calendar depends on the type of
situation or plan. If the plan involves multiple activities, such as
preparing for a business presentation, then, paper calendars will typically
outperform mobile ones. This is because the design allows the user to see
the big picture of their scheduled activities.

If the planned activity is a single event, such as a meeting appointment at
a specific time, mobile calendars are effective because users can set
notifications or reminders.

The study, co-authored with Yanliu Huang of Drexel University and
Vicki Morwitz of Columbia Business School, appeared in the Journal of
Consumer Psychology.

Yang said, "Our research encourages mobile app developers to design
calendar apps that help users see an overall picture of their scheduled
events to improve plan quality and facilitate plan fulfillment."

  More information: Yanliu Huang et al, How using a paper versus
mobile calendar influences everyday planning and plan fulfillment, 
Journal of Consumer Psychology (2022). DOI: 10.1002/jcpy.1297
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